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INTRODUCTION
− This document shows the charts that we think are particularly useful to help us determine where we are in the economic cycle and what the outlook
is for markets.
− There is an explanation of the rationale for including each chart along with a summary of what it is telling us today. We hope that we have explained
concepts like the PE ratio and the yield curve, and why they matter, clearly.
− The topics covered are as follows:
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SUMMARY OF OUR VIEWS
Asset Class

Waverton View

Equities
Overweight

− The global stock market rose 1.5% in February and is up 6.1% so far in 2019. A continuation of the rally will likely depend
on greater investor confidence about the earnings outlook.
− While we believe there is further downside risk to consensus earnings estimates in 2019 and 2020, we see sufficient
growth to support equity markets.

− Although some signs of possible recession, such as the US yield curve, are still concerning, the balance of indicators
continue to suggest one is unlikely.
− The decision by the Federal Reserve to be “patient” in its monetary policy changes has helped investors become less
concerned about it in the near term.
− There remains political risk across the globe. The largest of these is populist policies on trade in the US. President Trump
may be able to do a deal with China, but we expect rhetoric on trade to remain a big risk in 2019. There is clearly political
risk in the UK and there is political discontent in Italy and France.

Fixed Income
Underweight

− Yields remain unattractive in real or absolute terms although the shift in expectations for Federal Reserve policy to the
presumption of no rate rises in 2019 helped the US Treasury market to a positive return in Q4.

Alternatives
Overweight

− Selected funds give exposure to an uncorrelated stream of returns offering diversification benefits.

Cash
Underweight

− Short term defensive investment but real yields are negative in the UK and Europe meaning purchasing power declines if
held for long.

− At current interest rates in Europe, the opportunity cost of holding gold is the lowest it has ever been

Risk warning: The above should be used as a guide only. It is based on our current view of markets and is subject to change. As at 04.03.19
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MARKET SELLOFF SEES SHARE PRICES AND EARNINGS DIVERGE
Factset Global Stockmarket Index, Price and EPS 2001 - Current

Chart Description:
− Our first three slides look at the global stock market and at the
relationship between share prices and corporate earnings.
− Share prices and earnings should move in the same direction
over time.
− Share prices tend to lead trends in earnings which is why
deviations between the two lines on this chart can be important
indicators.
− The drop in share prices (the green line) in the fourth quarter of
2018 was a concern.
− Our view on that move is shown in the other text box on this
page.

Source: Factset, Waverton as at 25.02.19

Current View:
The dip in global equities in Q4 (green line above) occurred despite no
major change of trend in earnings (black line).
We do not see a recession on the horizon which suggests the trend in
earnings will still be upward even if the pace of earnings growth has
slowed.

− Conversely a period when share prices move up a lot more than
earnings can also be a concern as it implies the market is
discounting a jump in earnings meaning the ratio of price to
earnings has inflated.
− That can be a positive signal at the beginning of an economic
and earnings cycle as it suggests confidence that a recovery is
coming.
− At the end of a cycle, a period when share prices go up more
than earnings can signal an overvalued market.

At this time we think any rise in earnings in 2019, however small, should
be supportive to a market that was worried earnings would fall.
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CONSENSUS FORECAST IS FOR 8% EPS GROWTH IN 2019 & 12% IN 2020
Chart Description:
− The level of earnings is important as it gives you the ratio of price
to earnings.
− But the growth rate in earnings is also important as share prices
tend to move based on expectations of the future rather than on
analysis of the past.
− Tracking earnings growth forecasts is the purpose of this chart
which collates the forecasts of thousands of analysts looking at
thousands of companies that trade on exchanges around the
world (for example there are 2,600 companies listed on the
London Stock Exchange, 2,800 on the New York Stock Exchange
and 3,300 on the NASDAQ in New York).
− The consensus forecast of those analysts on those companies is
shown in the chart.
Source: Factset, Waverton as at 25.02.19

Current View:
2019 expectations have come down from +8.3% a month ago to +7.9%.
A similar rate of attrition as seen in 2018 would reduce the 2019 forecast
to around 5% at the end of this year. We expect downward revision to
2020 as well.
If earnings come through, even at the lower level, the stock market should
be well supported from here.

− There is a well known tendency for the expectations to decline
over the course of a calendar year. Analysts (and companies)
tend to be more optimistic about the future than is warranted. The
market knows that of course, so some dilution of the expectations
is normally made.
− The numbers are shown in US$ as that remains the global
reserve currency. Given it is a global index, currency changes do
affect the number but it is still a good way of tracking how
expectations of future earnings are changing.
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THE VALUATION OF THE GLOBAL STOCK MARKET IS UNDEMANDING
Global Stockmarket PE ratio 2001 – current
(based on rolling 12-month forward earnings)

Chart Description:
− This chart takes the level of the global index and divides it by the
current expectations for earnings over the next year to get a price
earnings (PE) ratio on forward earnings.
− One of the most widely used valuation tools, PE’s are
conventionally regarded to be mean-reverting so the current level
relative to its historic average is useful to know.
− Lots of things impact PE ratios. Confidence about future earnings
and the level of expected earnings are obviously key. But the
composition of a market also matters. Markets with more “growth”
stocks in them may trade at higher PE’s than markets with more
“value” stocks in them. Thus there tends to be a PE premium on the
US market relative to Europe for example.
− Interest rates also have an impact. In periods when interest rates
are low it can be argued that PE’s may be higher as investors are
willing to pay more for future earnings and dividends.

Source: Factset, Waverton as at 25.02.19

Current View:
The current market PE ratio is back to its average since 2001.

Even if earnings come in lower than currently expected the PE ratio looks
reasonable by historic standards.

− Some investors prefer to look at current prices relative to historic
earnings given scepticism about the accuracy of earnings forecasts.
− There is a lot of academic support for the idea that one should look
at current prices relative to an average of historic earnings. This
“cyclically adjusted PE” or CAPE is widely used by long-term
institutional investors.
− That method has made share prices look expensive for many years
which makes it questionable as a tool for looking at market
valuations on a more short-term basis.
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THE YIELD CURVE IS CLOSE TO A RECESSION WARNING SIGNAL
Chart Description:
− We now look at the broader economic cycle which is very important
to understand as the level of demand from economic agents
(consumers, corporations and governments) is ultimately what
determines the level of demand for a company’s goods or services.
Economic growth is good. Recessions are bad.
− The worst equity bear markets happen during recessions so the big
question we always need to be asking is “are we going to have a
recession in the next year or two?”.
− Unfortunately, predicting recessions is difficult. The stock market is
always trying to (as it was in Q4 2018). Hence the quote from famed
economist Paul Samuelson that the market “has predicted nine of
the last five recessions”.
− We think some indicators have a better track record than that and
we review three of them in the next three slides.
Source: Bloomberg, Waverton as at 01.03.19

Current View:

All recessions since 1970 have been preceded by an inversion of the yield
curve.
There has been inversion at some points of the intermediate part of the curve
in recent months but the critical 10 year – 3-month gap is still positive. The
curve has actually steepened slightly in recent weeks.
If the 10 year to 3-month yield does invert, the average time until a recession
has been ten months with a range of six to seventeen months.

− One of the best indicators is the relationship between interest rates
across different durations. In a normal environment, longer duration
interest rates are higher than lower duration which suggests growth
will be strong and interest rates could be higher in the future.
− When that relationship inverts that is a signal that the bond market
is expecting interest rates in the future to be lower which implies a
slowdown or recession is on the way. The last time an inversion did
not lead to a recession was in the mid-1960’s.
− The first part of the yield curve to invert tends to be at shorter
durations such as the 5-year relative to 3-month. That is inverted
today. Often the more important 10-year yield has also tended to go
below the 3-month after this happens.
− Should that happen in coming months it would be an important
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OTHER RELIABLE INDICATORS, SUCH AS PROFITS, SUGGEST NO RECESSION
Corporate Profits suggest cycle has longer to run

Chart Description:
− All US recessions since 1948 (except 1981-82) have been
preceded by a sharp fall in corporate profits.
− The reason is simply that as the cycle matures companies get
more confident about the outlook so they expand their businesses
via, for example, hiring more people, expanding manufacturing
capacity and investing in new technology.
− With an increased cost base they become very sensitive to
changes in demand. So as the first signs of a demand slowdown
appear, corporate profits are one of the first things to fall.
− The lead time between falling profits and a recession can be quite
long (as in the mid 1990’s) but the consistency of the relationship
makes it a valuable indicator.

Source: Bloomberg, Waverton as at 30.09.18

Current View:
The corporate profit situation remains reasonable. The chart shows there has
been a sharp fall in corporate profits ahead of ten of the last eleven
recessions. We do not expect such a fall to happen in 2019 although as
discussed on slides 4, 5 and 6 expectations for earnings growth have been
declining in recent months.

− We look at total economy profits from the National Income
accounts and compare profits to GDP. When profits are growing
strongly relative to GDP then the economy will likely continue to
expand. When profits are rising less than GDP it signals a
slowdown.
− Whole economy profits are not susceptible to financial
engineering in the way that earnings per share (EPS) can be
which is why we use this quarterly series rather than the more
timely forecasts for EPS series used in the charts at the beginning
of this presentation.

On balance, we suspect the US economy still has life in it despite the middle
part of the yield curve inverting.
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THE OIL PRICE WEAKNESS IN 2018 IS HELPFUL FOR GROWTH
Oil price also suggests cycle has longer to run

Chart Description:
− All recessions since 1970 have been preceded by a spike in the oil
price. In fact, each of the last three recessions has seen the oil price
double, as did the recessions of 1974 and 1980.
− Oil is the most important single source of energy accounting for
about 40% of world energy consumption.
− The importance of energy varies across the economy but in
aggregate it is the case that money that has to be spent on such
things as petrol and heating is money that cannot be spent on other
consumption.
− Rising energy prices therefore act rather like a tax increase. So all
other things being equal, rising oil prices have a depressing impact
on demand.

Source: Bloomberg, Waverton as at 28.02.19

Current View:
The oil price fell 40% between October 3rd and December 24th 2018. That
is a boost to consumer spending power and a help to demand in the
economy.
Recessions happen after the oil price has been rising, not falling.
Again, on balance, we suspect the US economy still has life in it despite
the middle part of the yield curve inverting.

− Rising oil prices also have an inflationary impact. Although most
central banks look at underlying inflation excluding food and energy
to determine “true” inflationary pressure in the economy, persistently
high oil prices do influence policy. They did so in 2008 for example
which contributed to what in hindsight looks like a slow response by
global central banks to the building financial and economic crisis.
− Conversely, declining oil prices are a stimulant to the economy and
a disinflationary force.
− In the US the rapid growth in shale oil production has slightly
complicated these relationships. Many US capital goods companies
benefit from rising oil prices, as that increases demand for capital
equipment from shale producers, and are hurt by falling oil prices.
− But the aggregate effect of oil price moves is still as it was. The next
recession will likely be foreshadowed by rising oil prices.
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CORPORATE CREDIT MARKETS REFLECT CONCERN BUT NOT CRISIS
Chart Description:
− We now move to indicators of broad financial market conditions to
aid our judgement on where we are in the economic cycle and
what that means for monetary policy in particular.
− Corporate bond yields tend to be shown as spreads to government
bond yields. This focuses on the relative risk between the two
rather than on trends in the level of interest rates which are
observations about the economy rather than about an individual
corporate.
− Although corporate bond investors are ultimately exposed to the
same risks as equity investors, there are important differences
between the bonds and equity issued by companies.

Source: Markit, Bloomberg Waverton as at 01.03.19

Current View:
The US corporate bond market saw spreads widen out in Q4 but they were
not as wide as in 2011 during the euro crisis, or in 2015.

Default rates remain low and if corporate earnings come in positively in
2019 that should remain the case. There is stress in the energy sector
(shale) of the high yield market thanks to the fall in oil prices. This was
reflected in the fact that no US high yield bonds were issued in December
for the first time since November 2008.

− Bonds are higher up the corporate capital structure so bond
investors are likely to get some of their money, and possibly all of
their money back, even in a bankruptcy. Bond investors therefore
care most about threats to that possibility which makes them focus
on the balance sheet of the company rather than the profit and
loss account.
− Consequently the corporate bond market can give different signals
to the equity market. Spreads may be rising because of concerns
about companies becoming over leveraged, for example, even at a
time when the equity market is doing well because earnings are
robust.
− So the corporate bond market can sometimes give useful signals
on its own. And sometimes it can give confirmatory signals to the
equity market which is also useful.

Spreads reflected the same concerns equity investors have but are not at
crisis levels.
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER, FED BECAME CONCERNED
Chart Description:
− As the inter relationships between central banks, commercial
banks and the bond and equity markets have evolved in recent
years there have been a number of indices created that are
designed to look across a lot of indicators to give a snapshot of
aggregate financial conditions.
− Ultimately these are designed to give clues on whether monetary
policy in particular is too tight, too loose or just about right.
− When taken in conjunction with price action in markets and
economic data flow they can assist policymakers which is why one
of the indices we follow is created by the Federal Reserve Bank of
St Louis, one of the twelve regional reserve banks that make up
the US central bank, the Federal Reserve.
− As these are a more recent addition to the canon available, their
history tends to be heavily influenced by the 2007-2009 crisis so
there is a risk that they will only be good indicators if we get a
repeat of that.
Source: Markit, Bloomberg Waverton as at 01.03.19

Current View:
Composite measures of “financial stress” use data from spreads, levels of
rates and liquidity to give a snapshot. Many are produced weekly like the
above from the St Louis Federal Reserve Bank and Goldman Sachs.

− History tends to rhyme rather than repeat however and so it is
possible these will miss the next big economic dislocation. But they
have use as likely a reliable guide to any repetition of the financial
crisis.

The decline in equities and rise in corporate bond yields pushed these indices
up in Q4. That contributed to the Federal Reserve reversing its messaging at
the turn of the year (a reversal given emphasis at the policy making meeting
on January 30th).
They remain in benign territory as at the beginning of March.
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FED NOW DEEMED LIKELY TO HAVE STOPPED RATE HIKES
Chart Description:
− The policies of the US central bank are still the dominant
ones for world markets.
− Futures contracts on Fed policy rates are one way of
tracking what future monetary policy looks like.
− The last time the US Federal Reserve changed interest
rates without the market expecting it was February 1994
when there was a surprise interest rate increase. It led to
significant rises in interest rates across the yield curve and
big losses for a lot of bond market investors.
− After that Alan Greenspan and his successors as Chairs of
the Fed have never surprised the market again. So Fed
Funds futures contracts on what the Fed will do in the short
term are not telling you anything.
− This chart though looks at how market expectations have
moved for Fed actions at its November 2019 meeting.
These do move around a lot and recent activity was
particularly striking as explained across the page.
.

Source: Waverton, Bloomberg as at 01.03.19

Current View:
During Q4, the probability of more rate hikes from the Fed collapsed as the equity
market declined and economic data weakened. The green line above shows that
the market moved the chance of a hike in November 2019 from 92% on October
5th to 0% on January 3rd.
The Fed’s validation of market perceptions of no more rate hikes is bullish for
markets in the short term. It needs economic data and corporate earnings
expectations to stabilise and recover to keep the market moving upwards.
Meanwhile, the Fed is still reducing its balance sheet (see next slide) so
monetary policy in the US is still tightening.
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CENTRAL BANKS ARE WITHDRAWING QE
Chart Description:
− One of the consequences of the 2008 crisis was that central
banks did more than cut interest rates to stimulate their
economies.
− They also bought assets, mostly bonds, directly in the market
to keep interest rates down across the yield curve. Quantitative
Easing (QE) had a positive impact for markets at least and
probably for the economy.
− Central banks have done this sort of thing in the past, for
example during wars. But the extent of the asset buying since
2008 is unprecedented in peace time in both scale and spread.

− The Federal Reserve stopped adding new assets in 2014 and
has been shrinking its balance sheet in the last two years. The
Bank of England and the ECB has stopped adding to their
balance sheets but the Bank of Japan is still adding to its.
Source: Waverton, Bloomberg as at 28.02.19

Current View:
The above chart shows the size of the central bank balance sheets, as a %
of GDP, in the US, UK, Japan and Euro area since 2007.
One of the reasons for investor nervousness in Q4 was the fear that liquidity
would dry up in markets during the reversal of QE (Quantitative Tightening
or “QT”). The Federal Reserve has recognised this and has left some room
to manoeuvre after having previously stated that its QT policy was on “auto
pilot”. If the Fed does resume reinvesting maturing bond proceeds that would
be supportive for markets in the short term.

− This chart looks at the aggregate level of those four banks’
balance sheets as a % of their local GDP. It shows that the
balance sheets are now shrinking in aggregate.
− This is a potential challenge to the market. Understanding the
impact QE was difficult and it seems likely that understanding
the impact of Quantitative Tightening (QT) will also be difficult.
− It creates some policy uncertainty which is a risk to the outlook
for markets.

However the Fed is only likely to do that if there is another downturn in the
US equity market and/or a deterioration in the economic data.
Waverton Investment Management
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CHINA – NO CRISIS EXPECTED BUT TARIFFS A RISK
Renminbi per USD
(Scale inverted so weaker Rmb shown as downward move)

Chart Description:
− Much of the preceding analysis has been US-centric but there
are obviously other markets and economies that we must
also follow closely.
− China is growing rapidly by western standards and is the
second largest economy in the world by some measures. It is
both a manufacturing hub and increasingly an important
demand source for everything from food to cars and
semiconductors.
− It remains a centrally planned economy, albeit one with a
large private sector. One has to be sceptical about a lot of
official data produced by the government.
− Consequently we tend to look at a variety of things to judge
the health of the economy such as the exchange rate.
− If the economy is struggling one way of stimulating it would
be to let the Renminbi devalue against the US dollar.

Source: Bloomberg, Waverton as at 28.02.19

Current View:
It is hard to get a genuine grasp of the state of the Chinese economy, but we
remain of the view that the economy will avoid a hard landing. There have been
interest rate reductions and tax cuts in recent months, an indication of some
stimulus being applied to the economy.
The Chinese currency has appreciated relative to the US dollar recently. If there
is an escalation of trade tensions with the US, depreciation of its currency is an
option for Chinese policy makers if they become concerned about the impact of
US actions.
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CHINA – NO CRISIS EXPECTED BUT TARIFFS A RISK
China real GDP Keqiang Index
(% change yoy)

The Li Keqiang Index is taken
from a weighted average of bank
lending, rail freight and electricity
consumption data.

Chart Description:
− This chart looks at an index of bank lending, rail freight and
electricity consumption data which acts as a proxy on demand
that may give a better indication of the health of the economy
than official GDP data which tends to be suspiciously stable.
− Both this Li Keqiang Index and GDP growth are graphed on
this page.
− Li Keqiang is the Premier of the State Council in China,
effectively the Prime Minister to President Xi Jinping. Li
allegedly came up with this measure of economic activity.
− Other indicators that we monitor to understand what is going
on in China include commodity prices, particularly iron ore and
copper which China is a dominant demand source for. The
Australian dollar is also sensitive to demand from China given
the importance of that for Australian exports.
− None of these indicators are suggesting a hard landing in
China.

Source: Bloomberg, Waverton as at 31.12.18

Current View:
The Li Keqiang index showed a significant deceleration in 2015 which
prompted a stimulatory policy response.

There has been less deceleration in 2018 but we have still had a stimulative
response, partly one suspects because of concerns about what a prolonged
“trade war” with the US would do to demand for Chinese goods.
The trade situation is explored further on the next two slides.
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TRADE WAR UNLIKELY BUT TARIFF INCREASES ARE A RISK
Chart Description:
− The election of President Trump in 2016 has led to a number
of new policy initiatives of which one of the most dramatic was
the imposition of tariffs on a number of goods including steel
imports from Canada and Mexico among other places.
− The imposition of tariffs on $256 billion of US imports from
China was the most dramatic trade policy and talks are
ongoing between the US and China to see whether they will
continue or whether China will concede enough to allow the
US to remove them.

Source:Waverton,https://ipfs.io/ipfs/QmXoypizjW3WknFiJnKLwHCnL72vedxjQkDDP1mXWo6uco/wiki/Tariffs_in_
United_States_history.html

Current View:
President Trump’s introduction of tariffs on half of US imports from China (and
on steel and aluminium from a number of countries) mark a significant
reversal of economic orthodoxy since World War Two.

− This chart looks at the history of tariffs as a source of revenue
for the US Federal Government. The first act passed by
Congress after its creation in 1789 was a tariff act. Introduced
by first Treasury Secretary, Alexander Hamilton, tariffs were
the main source of revenue for the new Federal government.
They remained dominant until the introduction of income tax
during the Civil War, although only in 1913 did income tax
become permanent.
− After World War Two tariffs became de minimis as a source of
revenue. President Trump’s use of them is therefore a
remarkable shift from the economic and political orthodoxy of
the last 75 years.
− It remains to be seen whether they will become a permanent
part of the policy landscape.

Tariffs will be around 4% of US Federal Government tax revenues (which total
around $2 trillion) this year and next. Since 1945 they have contributed only
around 1% of tax revenue.
Trump believes tariffs work and may well impose them next on Europe. The
uncertainty they create will directly impact global supply chains and could
dampen activity in China. Ultimately they could raise inflation in the US too.
Tariffs are a risk to the economic cycle.
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GLOBAL TRADE VOLUME NO LONGER GROWING
Chart Description:

− Because of the imposition of tariffs, global trade trends have
received more attention. But global trade volumes have always
been an important indicator of global demand trends.
− This chart is produced each month and uses data from across
the world to create indices of global trade volume. We chart the
change in that index on a year ago.
− In the 1980’s, 1990’s and 2000’s global trade volume grew faster
than the global economy which reflected the trend toward
globalisation.
− It wasn’t just raw materials and finished goods being shipped
around the world but also intermediate goods which might begin
their creation in one country and then be finished in another.

Current View:

Source: Bloomberg as at 31.12.18

.

This chart shows the % change on a year ago in aggregate global trade volumes.
While this was on an upswing as global growth accelerated in 2017 it has been
weaker recently and declined in December for the first time since January 2016.
The data for December is distorted as due to the US shutdown, no data on US
import/export values in December are available. The CPB has assumed 0.0%
import/export volume growth on the month for the US. For December that means
US imports are shown as+0.3% on a year ago and US exports +0.9%. So the
weakness in the overall series is due to pronounced slowdown in the rest of the
world. The weakest region is emerging Asia where import volumes are down 6%
on a year ago and exports down 3.2%.
The only good news is that markets (and policymakers) have moved on from
concerns about a global slowdown that were evident in Q4 2018. This sort of
weakness shows that the concerns were legitimate and that the policy response
in the US was also probably correct.

− Global trade collapsed to an unprecedented extent in 2008 and in
the years since volumes never got back to old growth rates.
Some of it reflected “peak globalisation”. Some of it reflected
technological changes too.
− World trade volume remains though a very useful coincident
indicator. We explain the recent weakness in the box to the left
and will continue to watch this closely.
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EUROPE – ECONOMY WEAKENING
Eurozone Consumer and
Business Confidence and Recessions

Chart Description:
− Europe is another important economic region that needs to be
watched closely.
− This chart looks at sentiment indicators of consumer and
business confidence within the euro area.
− The chart also reminds us that the Eurozone had a longer
recession in 2011-2013 (18 months) than it had in 2008-2009
(15 months).
− That is important to remember as the world economy did not
have a recession in 2011-2013. So to some extent what goes
on in Europe is less important to the world than what is
happening in the US and China.
− That would of course not be the case were the single currency
run into trouble, a topic we look at in the next slide.

.

Source: Bloomberg, Waverton as at 28.02.19

Current View:
Euro area business (represented in the chart above by Belgian Business
Confidence, an historically timely indicator given Belgium’s location at the apex of
the Northern Euro area) and consumer confidence has been rolling over.
Consumer Confidence in particular has been weak. But both are above the levels
reached ahead of the last two euro area recessions and the pick up in consumer
confidence in February is encouraging.

But there is no doubt that the euro area has seen a significant loss of economic
momentum in recent months and it is at risk of a recession.
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EUROPE – STRAINS REMAIN IN ITALY
Spread of Greek and Italian 10-year bond yields
to German (%)

Chart Description:
− This chart looks at the spread between German 10-year
bond yields and 10-year bond yields in Italy and Greece.
− The spread is a measure of concern in the market about the
economies of Greece and Italy, and by extension the
Eurozone.
− Markets have moved to being more concerned about Italy
than Greece in the last few years.
− Other signs of measuring how markets are looking at Italy
and Greece include the fact that sixteen countries in Europe
still have negative 2-year bond yields (as does Japan).

− Italy is not one of those sixteen (Greece doesn’t issue 2-year
bonds but it too would have a positive yield if it did).
.

− The market is concerned that the strains arising from the
Italian economy being in recession. The government also
wishes to enact more stimulatory fiscal policies, a desire that
the European Commission has successfully objected to.
Source: Bloom\berg as at 28.02.19

Current View:
Italian politics has always been unstable (the government sworn in on June 1st
2018 is the 62nd since World War Two). But this government’s budget plans
have led to a clash with the EU.

− The persistence of astonishingly low interest rates in Europe
(and Japan) is testimony to the unusual times in which we
live and to the ongoing fragility of the economic recovery in
many parts of the world.
− Were there to be another euro crisis it would have a big,
likely negative, impact on world markets.

Italian bond yields are the second highest in the Eurozone after Greece and the
economy is technically in recession after two consecutive quarters of shrinking
real GDP.
Any signs of a further slowdown in China and the US would be damaging to the
Euro area which relies on its exports for growth.
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BREXIT IS A BINARY EVENT—NO DEAL AND STERLING WEAK; DEAL AND IT
LIKELY GOES UP
Chart Description:
− Here in the UK the focus remains on Brexit.
− Sterling is what we are watching as having fallen more after
the referendum than it did when we left the Exchange Rate
Mechanism in 1992 it has been going sideways for two
years.
− If we avoid crashing out of the EU with no deal then it is
likely sterling could rally. This would be a short-term
negative to returns for sterling based global investors. If
sterling is strong it takes more overseas currency to produce
the same amount of pounds.

− If we crash out, sterling will likely fall which will go some way
to alleviating the at least short-term negative impact on the
economy from that form of Brexit.

Source: Waverton, Bloomberg as at 28.02.19

Current View:
With the Brexit process coming to some sort of conclusion in coming weeks,
the market has begun to push sterling up but it is still trading in the range it has
been in since the 2016 referendum.
For sterling-based investors with a global portfolio, a jump up in sterling is a risk
given that equity portfolios are generally unhedged.
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THERE IS SIGNIFICANT POLITICAL RISK IN THE UK
Chart Description:
− Brexit gets the publicity but we think the market would be
more concerned if there was a realistic possibility of a
Labour government led by Jeremy Corbyn.
− That probability is lower than it was but remains a threat to
the economic and political orthodoxy of the last forty years.
− The next chart looks at one of the reasons why Corbyn has
the level of support he does.

Source: Bloomberg, Oddschecker.com, Waverton as at 04.03.19

Current View:
For now, a Corbyn government is not seen as particularly likely in the near-term.
The probability is about 18% or, in betting terms, odds of about 13 - 2. The odds
have not changed much in the last month despite the turmoil within the Labour Party
in Parliament.
But electoral shocks have been the norm in recent years. The same source had the
probability of Leave winning the 2016 EU referendum at 31% a week before the
referendum. And the Scottish referendum in 2014 was closer than the consensus
expected at the beginning of the campaign.
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HERE IS THE UNDERLYING REASON FOR POLITICAL DISCONTENT IN UK…
Chart Description:
− The vote to leave the European union and the possibility of a
Labour government with a radical left wing agenda are both
things that appear to be challenges to the trends toward
globalisation and free markets that began in the late 1970’s.
− The UK is fortunate to have a long history and that means data
is available going back hundreds of years on some things.
− One of them is this chart of wages, adjusted for inflation, back
to 1209.
− The significance of the chart is that from the early 19th century
onward the trend has been upward in this series reflecting that
people are better off than they were.
− What is remarkable about recent history is that the chart shows
that between 2006 and 2016 real wages declined by the most
they have done in a ten year period since the 1860’s.
Source: Bank of England, Waverton

Current View:
Perhaps the underlying reason why political shocks have become more frequent
is that people are poorer and they know they are.
This series of inflation adjusted wages since 1209 shows that between 2006 and
2016 we saw the largest decline in real wages for over 150 years and the first
decline in seven consecutive years (2008-2014 inclusive) since 1693-1699

− The analysis of the European referendum result in particular
has focused on how people in different geographic areas and
different income strata's voted.
− What this data shows is that people are actually poorer than
they were. That is the sort of environment that makes protest
votes and a willingness to listen to non-traditional policy options
more likely.
− As this problem has not gone away we think there will be more
shocks to the perceived status quo. After Brexit has been
resolved, something else is likely to come along to challenge
the economic orthodoxy of the last forty years.
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…AND HERE IS A FACTOR FOR IT IN THE US…
Chart Description:

− The problem of people being poorer than they were is not
exclusive to the UK. This chart looks at wages, again adjusted for
inflation, in the US.
− The data goes back to just before the Declaration of
Independence. Rather like the UK, there was a clear uptrend
starting in the 19th century.
− But real wages of unskilled workers are lower today than they
were in 1978.
− Skilled labour (Production Workers) are only slightly better off
than they were 40 years ago.
− This is the background that created the possibility for Donald
Trump to run as an outsider with a direct appeal to those deemed
to have suffered from globalisation.
Source: www.measuringworth.com, Waverton

Current View:
Something similar is going on in the US. The green line above shows
inflation adjusted wages for unskilled workers since 1774.
After rising inexorably for 200 years they peaked in 1978. Such workers are
poorer today than they were 40 years ago, and they know it.
Hence the “protest vote” that elected President Trump.
Skilled manual workers, the black line above, are only 10% better off in the
last 40 years, an increase of just 0.2% per annum.

− Hence “Make America Great Again” and tariffs on imports of
goods that 40 years ago probably could have been made in the
United States.
− There is now evidence that the Democratic Party has responded
to this with a platform for the 2020 election that is being driven by
what by American standards at least is a very left-wing one
including plans for significant income tax rises.
− That would be as much of a challenge to the economic and
political orthodoxy of the last forty years as President Trump has
been.
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…AND HERE IS THE UNDERLYING REASON IN ITALY
Chart Description:

− The single currency is an idealistic project that is approaching its
20th birthday. But the single currency has been better for some
members than others.
− If the euro depended for its survival on political stability in Italy it
would not have lasted as long as it has. But today Italy has a
government formed of a coalition of two unconventional parties.
There has already been one conflict with the European
Commission over budget plans. More conflict could be on the way.
Hence our chart on the spread of Italian government bond yields to
German on page 19.
− This chart takes a longer term perspective and looks at the Real
GDP per head in Italy and Germany going back to 1980. The chart
includes forecasts from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) on
where these series are going out to 2023.
Source: Bloomberg, IMF, Waverton

Current View:

Italy has elected a government that is a coalition of two non-traditional
parties. That protest vote earlier this year came nearly two decades after
the introduction of the euro.
Since 1999, Germans have gone from being just 6% better off than Italians
to being 35% better off, a gap the IMF expect to continue to widen.

− In the two decades leading up to the single currency the two series
moved together with Germans 6% better off than Italians in 1999.

− Two decades on, and Germans are 35% better off than Italians.
No wonder there is some Euroscepticism in Italy.
− Of course a large part of the problem is that Italy has not made the
supply side reforms that others such as Spain or Ireland have.
− But doing that is difficult and may require a crisis of some kind in
Italy. Given that Italy is the 3rd largest economy in the Eurozone,
such a crisis could have implications across the continent.
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RISK WARNINGS
This document should be used as a guide only it is based on our current views of markets and is subject to change.

The information provided does not constitute investment advice and it should not be relied on as such. It should not be considered a solicitation to buy or an
offer to sell a security. It does not take into account any investor's particular investment objectives, strategies, tax status or investment horizon.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results and the value of such investments and their strategies may fall as well as rise, you may not get back your
initial investment, capital security is not guaranteed.

Changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of an investment.

The returns for structured products may fluctuate according to different market conditions; you may get back less than you originally invested.

The information contained within this document relating to ‘yield’ is for indicative purposes only. You should note that yields on investments may fall or rise
dependent on the performance of the underlying investment and more specifically the performance of the financial markets. As such, no warranty can be
given that the expressed yields will consistently attain such levels over any given period.

Funds or vehicles which invest in derivative products such as futures, options, and contracts for differences can be utilised for the management of
investment risk. However, some of these products may be unsuitable for investors. Different instruments involve different levels of exposure to risk.
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FURTHER INFORMATION
Where Waverton’s advice is given it is restricted to discretionary investment management services. We do not provide advice on the use of tax or financial
planning products (even if the service which we are managing is held within such a product) or non discretionary investment.
This material is for your private information and should not be distributed further.
We encourage you to consult tax or financial adviser.

All materials have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. There is no representation or warranty as to the
current accuracy of, nor liability for, decisions based on such information.
Should you require anything further in respect of the information included in this presentation please address all enquiries to:
William Dinning
Waverton Investment Management Limited
16 Babmaes Street
London
SW1Y 6AH

Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, Registered in England No 2042285
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